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The Context



Research and 
Innovation

This presentation is based on the political agreement of 11 December 2020
on the Horizon Europe. Information on some parts is pending revision.

19 March 2021

THE EU

RESEARCH& 
INNOVATION

PROGRAMME 2021 – 27



Investing to shape our future
HO RI ZO N EURO PE



The Vision
The EU’s key funding programme for research and innovation:

● Tackles climate change
● Helps to achieve the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals
● Boosts the EU’s competitiveness and growth
● Facilitates collaboration and strengthens the impact of 

research and innovation while tackling global challenges
● Supports the creation and better diffusion of excellent

knowledge and technologies
● Creates jobs, fully engages the talent pool, boosts economic

growth, promotes industrial competitiveness
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http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/


While benefiting from world-class research and strong 
industries… Our knowledge and skills are our main resources

…Europe can do better at 
transforming this into leadership in 
innovation and entrepreneurship

EU figure is for 2019
Figures for USA, Japan, China and South Korea
are for 2018. Figures represent R&D as % of GDP

6% of the world's
population

17% of global R&D

25% of all high-quality
scientific publications

1.5% EU business
R&D investment



Horizon Europe - 3 types of impact

The ambitious EU research and innovation framework programme (2021-2027)

fuel EU’s scientific and 
technological excellence and 
the strengthen the European 

Research Area (ERA)

boost Europe's 
innovation uptake, 
competitiveness 

and jobs

tackle policy priorities, 
including green and digital 
transitions and Sustainable 

Development Goals

Science
& technology Society Economy



* The European Institute of Innovation & Technology (EIT) is not part of the Specific Programme

EURATOMHORIZON EUROPE

Research 
actions

Development 
actions

SPECIFIC 
PROGRAMME: 
EUROPEAN 
DEFENCE 
FUND
Exclusive focus on 
defence research 
& development

Fusion

Joint 
Research 

Center

Fission

SPECIFIC PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTING HORIZON EUROPE & EIT*

Exclusive focus on civil applications

WIDENING PARTICIPATION AND STRENGTHENING THE EUROPEAN RESEARCH AREA

Widening participation & spreading excellence Reforming & Enhancing the European R&I system

Pillar I
EXCELLENT SCIENCE

European Research Council

Marie Skłodowska-Curie

Research Infrastructures

Pillar III
INNOVATIVE EUROPE

European Innovation 
Council

European Innovation 
Ecosystems

European Institute of 
Innovation & Technology*

Pillar II
GLOBAL CHALLENGES & 
EUROPEAN INDUSTRIAL 
COMPETITIVENESS

• Health
• Culture, Creativity & 

Inclusive Society
• Civil Security for Society
• Digital, Industry & Space
• Climate, Energy & Mobility
• Food, Bioeconomy, Natural 

Resources, Agriculture & 
Environment

Cl
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Joint Research Centre



Lessons Learned
from Horizon 2020 Interim Evaluation

Key Novelties
in Horizon Europe

European Innovation Council

EU Missions

New approach to partnerships

Open science policy

Spreading Excellence

Support breakthrough innovation

Create more impact through mission-
orientation and citizens' involvement

Rationalise partnerships’ landscape

Reinforce openness

Strengthen international cooperation 

Encourage participation

Extended association possibilities



New approach to European Partnerships
New generation of objective-driven and more ambitious partnerships in support of 
agreed EU policy objectives

● Strategic orientation
● Systemic approach
● Simple architecture and toolbox
● Common set of criteria for the life-cycle

Key Features

CO-PROGRAMMED
Based on Memoranda of 
Understanding/contractual 
arrangements; implemented 
independently by the partners 
and by Horizon Europe

CO-FUNDED
Based on a joint programme 
agreed and implemented by 
partners; commitment of 
partners for financial and in-
kind contributions

INSTITUTIONALISED
Based on long-term dimension 
and need for high integration; 
partnerships based on Art 
185/187 of TFEU and the EIT 
legal acts for 2021-2027



An example- Egypt is a partner



Description

The partnership ‘A climate-neutral, sustainable and productive Blue 
Economy’ , included in the Horizon Europe Work Programme 2021-22 as a co-
funded partnership. can be described as Horizon Europe’s blue arm of the 
Green Deal, uniting research and innovation efforts to aid the transition to a 
sustainable blue economy.

A consortium, under the coordination of Italy and co-coordination of Norway, 
has recentely submitted a proposal to the EC. This marks the culmination of an 
elaborate co-creation process over the last two years.

The partnership is expected to launch in late 2022.  

Future Partnership: The Sustainable Blue Economy



The Sustainable Blue Economy Partnership will enable a 
just and inclusive transition from the current, widely non-
sustainable ocean economy to a regenerative and circular 
blue economy that contributes to restoring the ocean’s 
health, resilience and the services it provides to people, by 
being climate-neutral, sustainable and productive.

SBEP VISION



The Sustainable Blue Economy 
Partnership will enable a just 
and inclusive transition from the 
current, widely non-sustainable 
ocean economy to a 
regenerative and circular blue 
economy that contributes to 
restoring the ocean’s health, 
resilience and the services it 
provides to people, by being 
climate-neutral, sustainable and 
productive.

SBEP VISION



BLUEMED Pilot initiative

“Towards a Healthy 
plastic-free 
Mediterranean Sea”

The new Partnership 
proposal is based on a 
succesfull previous
experience

https://twitter.com/BlueMedEU/status/1313756877306638338


A succesfull experience: Blue Med- plastic Pilot project



International Cooperation
Tackling together global societal challenges; access to 
the world's best talents, expertise and resources; 
enhanced supply and demand of innovative solutions

Association to Horizon Europe
● Third countries with good capacity in science, technology and innovation
● Taking into account objective of driving economic growth in Europe through innovation

International 
Cooperation

● Intensified targeted actions
● Strengthened support to multilateral cooperation
● Openness to international participation balanced with the promotion of EU 

strategic autonomy



Open Science across the programme
Mainstreaming of open science practices for improved 
quality and efficiency of R&I, and active engagement 
of society

Mandatory immediate Open Access to publications: beneficiaries must retain sufficient 
IPRs to comply with open access requirements;

Data sharing as ‘open as possible, as closed as necessary‘: mandatory Data
Management Plan for FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable) research data

Open 
Science

● Work Programmes may incentivize or oblige to adhere to open science practices such 
as involvement of citizens, or to use the European Open Science Cloud

● Assessment of open science practices through the award criteria for proposal evaluation
● Dedicated support to open science policy actions
● Open Research Europe publishing platform



GEP Gender Equality Plan

For Horizon Europe calls for proposals with deadlines in 2022 and 
beyond, applying public bodies, research organisations and higher
education institutions, from EU Member States and associated
countries, must have a GEP or equivalent strategy in place to 
be eligible for funding. 



EU Missions

Relating EU's research and innovation better to society 
and citizens' needs; with strong visibility and impact

A mission is a portfolio of actions across disciplines intended to achieve a bold and 
inspirational and measurable goal within a set timeframe, with impact for society and 
policy making as well as relevance for a significant part of the European population and 
wide range of European citizens.

R&I Missions

Horizon Europe defines mission characteristics and elements of governance, and 5 missions 
areas. Specific missions will be programmed within the Global Challenges and European 
Industrial Competitiveness pillar, but may also benefit from actions carried out within other 
parts of the Programme as well as complementary actions carried out under other Union 
programmes.





EUROPERAN COMMISSION New Priority - MISSIONS
The EU must  look at the audacity and complexity of the Apollo program

• create a European public good
• audacious and with a wide social relevance
• clear direction and concrete results
• targeted, measurable over time
• ambitious but realistic
• interdisciplinary, cross-sectoral research and innovation

actions
• capture the public's imagination

Mariana Mazzucato





Horizon Europe: Missions
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This Mission will deliver on the European Green Deal
by “putting the blue into the green”



The Ocean and Waters 
are under Threat



Unsustainable exploitation of sea 
and water resources



We need to take a holistic approach to address the water system as a whole:  
oceans, seas, coastal and inland waters 

Source: http://archive.sswm.info/pt-pt/category/concept/water-cycle

http://archive.sswm.info/pt-pt/category/concept/water-cycle


Mission Starfish 2030: Restore our Ocean and Waters
Inspired by the shape of the starfish, the Mission has five mutually supporting objectives for 
2030, which together enable the restoration and regeneration of the water cycle as a whole.



1. Filling the knowledge and emotional gap 

• Pan-European Blue education 
programmes

• European blue regeneration voluntary 
corps and ambassadors

• Citizen’s science with larger public 
engagement

• New Blue workforce
• Active cooperation and co-ownership 

by all public authorities

Each European is a 
citizen of our ocean 

and waters

• Digital Twin of the Ocean
• European Strategy for Marine 

Science
• Streamlining existing data, models 

and services

Marine and 
freshwater 

observation is 
streamlined and 

accessible to all via a 
digital twin of the 

ocean and all waters 

2030



• Expansion of Marine Protected Areas (MPAs)
• EU level definition of Marine Protected Area
• Effective management plans
• Coherent network of MPAs with local stakeholders

30 percent of EU-
waters are highly to 
fully protected 

EU Blue Parks Programme
Pilot Blue Recovery Nursery
Protection of biodiversity hotspots
Large scape regeneration project for every Member 

State

Active regeneration 
of 20 percent of 
degraded habitats 

• Remove obstacles to sediment flows
• Remove hydro morphological pressures 
• EU wide de-damming programme
• Solutions for storage of water in the landscape

Renaturalise rivers 
and waters  

• EU Low Impact Fishing Strategy
• Equip fishing vessels with geo-positioning systems
• Reduce incidental catches
• Most destructive fishing practices are phased out

End overfishing

2. Regenerating marine and water ecosystems 



3. Zero pollution
• Zero plastic pollution pilot in the Mediterranean sea
• Ban of all single use plastics and intentionally 

added micro plastics
• Reusability and recycling of all plastics in the EU

Zero plastic litter 
generation

• Reduction of loss of nutrients into the environment
• Reduction of use and risks of pesticides
• Advanced treatment of urban waste water

Eutrophication of 
European seas and 

waters is halted

• Introduce EU Green Shipping label
• Reduce waste and container loss from shipping
• Reduce run off of micro pollutants
• Halt dumping of red muds and contaminated 

sediments
Zero spill

• Enact regulation of underwater noise
• Reduce underwater acoustic emissions
• Noise free zones 

Underwater noise 
is regulated and 

reduced



4. Decarbonising our ocean and seas 

Climate-neutral 
waterborne transport

Support the energy 
transition through 
renewable, low-

impact ocean energy

Zero-carbon 
aquaculture

A thriving blue 
biotech

Climate neutral blue 
tourism

2030



5. Revamping governance

• European Ocean and Water Agency
• European Blue Citizens’ Forum
• Integrated Ocean and Water Plan for 

Europe
• EU Ocean and Water Summit 

An integrated 
and participatory 

EU-system of 
ocean and water 

governance

• UN Agreement on areas beyond national 
jurisdiction 

• International ban on activities causing 
seabed habitat loss

• IUU fishing eradication
• International Standards for ports harbours 

and shipping
• UN agreement on protection of major rivers
• Ocean governance agreements with 

strategic partners 
• Circular economy agreements with 

Mediterranean riparian countries to ban 
and recycle plastic 

EU leadership 
for effective 
global ocean 
governance



Mission concept and 
document presentation by 

the Board- 2020

I
Implementation Plan  

by the EC
September 2021

Communication
Approval, and launch of 

the Mission
Septembre 2021 

Mission Starfish timeline   



Main elements of the Mission Starfish intervention logic
All water systems must be included: preserving natural capital offers enormous 

opportunities for health and economy



Main elements of the Mission Starfish intervention logic











Brest- Ocean Summit February 2022  - a priority the 
DIGITAL TWIN of European seas and ocean

Finally, the ocean is still largely a great mystery for humankind. That is
why Europe is building a digital twin of the ocean. We are 
connecting our assets – like the Copernicus satellites, marine 
infrastructure like icebreakers, buoys and underwater drones, and 
high performance computing. We will gather the raw data and turn it
into real-time knowledge and longer-term predictions. We are putting
the power of the digital revolution at the service of our climate.

a digital twin should be operational by 2024. It. will make ocean knowledge open-access, 
available to citizens, scientists and policymakers around the world. It will be a platform for global 
cooperation.



Cross cutting enablers
Examples of activities in the Friuli Venezia Giulia 

Region- Italy- and in Trieste
Networks and synergies are the key : University of Trieste, 
SISSA, OGS, Area Science Park, Port Authority, Clusters, 
Environmental Associations, schools, local authorities :



MARITIME TECHNOLOGY CLUSTER
OF FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA

www.marefvg.it 

info@marefvg.it

Public private cluster



Cruise ships

Offshore systems

Pleasure Yachts

Maritime transport

Marinas

Refitting and maintenance

ROV AUV

Collaboration with big and small companies

Acquaculture



DIGITAL TWINS FOR THE GULF AND
THE PORT OF TRIESTE



Education and training 
Citizen Science and citizens engagement



• The initiative is labelled by
the Union for the Mediterranean

• endorsed by the UNESCO within
the Ocean Decade.

• funded by the Italian Ministry of
University and Research (MUR)

Training, capacity building and Science 
Diplomacy

Summer School and Master in Sustainable Blue Economy 

https://inogs.us19.list-manage.com/track/click?u=49bb9311efd71f3250c9630f6&id=a42cd98be2&e=7d7f17071b
https://inogs.us19.list-manage.com/track/click?u=49bb9311efd71f3250c9630f6&id=5924c91040&e=7d7f17071b


Citizens
engagement

The role of 
Environmental
Associations



Citizens envolvement, creating emotions

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://www.dorabaltea.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Francia_ok.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.dorabaltea.com/la-campagna-sensibilizzazione-francese-combattere-linquinamento-idrico/&tbnid=rlBcpD2nmMpWmM&vet=12ahUKEwj-r8KdhonsAhXQtKQKHYDKDG8QMygBegUIARCWAQ..i&docid=OR55rkDDG98arM&w=900&h=600&q=il%20mare%20inizia%20qui&client=firefox-b-d&ved=2ahUKEwj-r8KdhonsAhXQtKQKHYDKDG8QMygBegUIARCWAQ


Exhibition
PLATIC-OCENE 

Elisabetta Milan

Creating emotions: 
Science and Art in Trieste



For citizens of any age

Exhibition “Dall’Inferno al Paradiso: 
un viaggio nel Plasticocene”

Booklet
“Martina Stella di Mare”



Mission Starfish 2030: Restore our Ocean and Waters

“Missions have enormous
potential for the EU to deliver on key
targets while empowering citizens to
participate in the implementation of
solutions that have meaning for their
lives”.
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